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Arduino, commissioned 
Cappiello to create the 
famous Poster that 
popularised Espresso

“Despite the superior 
engineering competence of 
Bazeera and marketing 
prowess of Pavoni, it was 
Arduino who popularised 
Espresso” 

 


The Birth of Espresso… 

The obvious drawback of the Napier Syphon is 
time, a certain amount of patience is required and 
with that in mind, two Italians came up with the 
idea that coffee should be available 'quickly' - 
Luigi Bazerra and Desiderio Pavoni.


In 1884 Angelo Moriondo, from Turin, patented a 
design for a new steam machinery for the 
economic and instantaneous confection of a 
coffee beverage, it was a sort of large scale 
espresso machine for bulk coffee production but 
it never really met with success.


Bazerra decided to create an espresso machine 
that would quickly produce a single shot of 
coffee and adapted Moriondo's design to create 
the first Espresso Machine (as we know them 
today) which he patented in 1902. 


Meanwhile Pavoni was working on another 
design but decided it would be easier to 
purchase the patent from Bazerra and create a 
similar machine.


Pavoni's superior marketing expertise brought 
him to the fore and as Bazeera slowly faded, 
Pavoni dominated the market for more than a 
decade but the machines were mostly sold in the 
Milan area of Italy and it was Pier Teresio Arduino 
(who was a master of marketing, much more so 
than the competent Pavoni) who saw the 
opportunity to create a world wide phenomenon.


Arduino built a marketing strategy around 
Espresso, he commissioned Leonetto Cappiello 
to create a poster that would 'completely capture 
the nature of espresso' and all of a sudden there 
was a new coffee brew method of choice.
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